
ROTATING LOCK HEAD
The TZ03T features a rotating lock head 
that allows for this product to have 360 
degree of freedom making it easier to 
lock and unlock, and allowing the lock to 
rotate freely to help prevent theft.

PERIPHERAL TRAP
Secure your charger and accessories 
with our patented peripheral trap. 
Run the cable of your accessories 
through the trap before inserting lock 
into slot.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Noble Part Number TZ03T

MSRP $34.95

Lock Head Type Wedge

Material Stainless steel

Weight 98g (3.5 oz)

Lock Dimensions 34.5 x 12.0 x 22.2mm
Cable Diameter 4mm

Cable Length 1.8m (6 ft)

Included Accessories Peripheral Cable Trap, 2 Keys,  
 Storage Pouch
Warranty Two years limited
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Noble Locks TZ03T Ultra Compact Wedge® Lock is the most secure security 

solution with the smallest footprint for Dell laptops. The TZ03T stands at a height 

of 2.8mm to the middle of the lock slot to meet the needs of shrinking laptop 

heights and minimal space to accommodate critical input/output ports. The TZ03T 

features Noble’s patented 7mm inverted cylinder barrel key. This state of the art 

security Wedge lock is designed for laptops featuring the Noble Wedge® Slot.

TZ03T Ultra-Compact Key Lock
Barrel Key — High Security Cylinder Key Lock

KEYING OPTIONS
Noble Locks offers a Master Key Solution 
for easy management of corporate environ-
ments using multiple lock head types, and 
Keyed Alike locks for environments that 
require one key to open multiple locks.
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TESTED & VERIFIED
The Noble Lock TZ03T is tested and 
approved in a 5-way pull test to exceed 
over 150 pounds force.

CHECK COMPATIBILITY
Will this lock work with your device? 

Find out at noblelocks.com/select

BUY ONLINE
Look for Noble security products at 

Noblelocks.com and Dell.com

COMBO RECOVERY
Use our online tool to record key  

numbers and combinations at  
noblelocks.com/recover


